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That’s how the CQC described 
Ashford & St Peter’s when they fed 
back to us at their Quality Summit in 
early March.  Our Trust has been 
rated as 'Good' by the CQC 
following their inspection in 
December 2014. This is a fantastic 
achievement and reflects really well 
on Team ASPH. A well deserved 
and hard earned testament to your 
dedication, care and commitment 
shown not just during the inspection 
but on a daily basis as you go about 
your work. To receive a ‘Good’, at 
what was an incredibly busy time for 
us in the middle of winter and while 

we were also preparing for a 
merger, is a significant achievement 
and shouldn’t be underestimated.   
 

Ashford was rated as 'Good' and St. 
Peter's as 'Requiring Improvement'. 
Whilst it is disappointing that we 
didn't get a 'Good' rating for both of 
our hospitals the CQC did remark 
that many elements of care at St. 
Peter's were rated as good with 
some outstanding examples of 
practice noted. The biggest concern 
the CQC found during their 
inspection – and one we are very 
aware of – was around staff 
shortages and safe staffing levels.  
One of our key priorities now is to 
strengthen how we recruit and, 
more importantly, retain staff.    

New look waiting areas 
in Blanche Heriot Unit  

 

Refurbished male waiting Refurbished private 
room 

Suzanne Rankin, Aileen McLeish (middle) with Phil Keeble (left) and Alan Gibbs 
(right) from the Friends of St Peter’s and staff in the female waiting area 

Aileen McLeish cutting the 
ribbon to the female waiting 

‘We are a really caring organisation’ 

The waiting areas in the Blanche 
Heriot Unit were given a massive 
refurbishment thanks to The 
Friends of St Peter’s.  They were 
able to completely make over the 
male and female waiting areas, and 
also converted a storage area into a 
private room for patients who are 
upset or need some privacy.  

All the rooms were replastered, 
repainted, new laminate flooring 
installed, the chairs were all 
reupholstered and artwork put up 
on the walls.  The refurbishment of 
these waiting areas will help 
improve the experience for patients 
who may be feeling uncomfortable 
or anxious.   



Dr Reshmee Doolub, an F2 junior 
doctor has carried out a research 
project to improve medicines 
reconciliation rates onto drug 
charts during patient admission at 
St Peter’s Hospital.  
 
Medicines reconciliation is 
defined as “being the process of 
identifying the most accurate list  
of a patient’s current medicines – 
including the name, dosage, 
frequency and route – and 
comparing them to the current  
list in use, recognising 
discrepancies, and documenting 
any changes, resulting in a 
complete list of medications, 
accurately communicated.”  
 
Dr Doolub carried out a study on 
the reconciliation rates of 
medicines on admitted patients  
in Aspen Ward at St Peter’s 
Hospital and found that there  
were inconsistencies with this 
process with only 58% of drug 
charts reconciled at the point  
of discharge. 

So she devised a green sticker 
system in the medical notes and 
placed the medicines 
reconciliation record on top of the 
drug chart when it was 
incomplete to increase its visibility 
and priority.   
 
This improved the reconciliation 
rates, as the sticker reminded  
the doctors to reconcile the 
patient’s medicines and having  
the reconciliation sheet at the top 
of the drug chart also reinforced 
this reminder.   
 
Using the stickers showed that 
75% of patients had their 
medicines reconciled, concluding 
that the stickers did improve the 
rate of medicine reconciliation 
rates.  Due to this successful 
outcome and as a best practice 
initiative, this will be rolled out to 
the other wards in the hospital to 
improve reconciliation rates 
throughout the hospital.   

(L-R) Dr Keefai Yeong, Sumbal Chaudhry (pharmacist), Dr Reshmee Doolub and 

FoodHouse 
Restaurant at  
Ashford Hospital 

As you may know, we are proposing 
to close the FoodHouse Restaurant at 
Ashford Hospital at the end of April.   
 
There are increasing pressures on 
space at Ashford and due to low 
numbers of people using the 
restaurant it simply isn’t viable to keep 
it open.  The restaurant occupies a 
large space which could be used for 
bigger clinical developments, for 
example a new endoscopy unit. 
 
However, we recognise the 
importance for staff and visitors of 
having somewhere to sit and eat a 
healthy meal and want to expand the 
food offered at our other two cafes at 
Ashford – Retreat in the main 
entrance and the outpatients café – 
and improve the staff rest area close 
to the current restaurant. 
 
We are already planning to add hot 
bacon and sausage baguettes in the 
morning, plus snacks such as jacket 
potatoes and fresh pastas at lunch, as 
well as salad pots, sandwiches, fresh 
fruit and so on.   
 
We would also like to hear your views 
on other choices you would like to see 
and your ideas on improving the staff 
rest area.  Please send your 
suggestions to William Britton, Head 
of Facilities Support Services, c/o St 
Peter’s Hospital or email William at 
William.Britton@asph.nhs.uk. 

Doctors Advancing Patient Safety 
(DAPS) Project - Medicines 
Reconciliation  



Our hospital radio station, Radio 
Wey, celebrated its 50th 
Anniversary of broadcasting with us 
this month. Broadcasting live from 
the St Peter’s main reception, 
volunteers working for the radio 
station interacted with patients and 
staff, interviewing, chatting and 
getting them involved in the 
anniversary celebrations.  

The radio station has come a long 
way from its humble beginnings of 
two friends playing tapes to patients 
in Weybridge Hospital using a 
portable tape machine.  50th 
Anniversary celebratory messages 
have been flooding in from the likes 
of Chris Tarrant and John Cleese.  
Purely charity based, Radio Wey 
has 60 volunteers working for them, 
offering their services to the radio 
station for decades, all through the 
love of the job. 
 
Congratulations to Mandy Morrow, 
who won a silver award in the Best 
Female Presenter category at the 
National Hospital Radio Awards.   
 
Andy Brown, presenter for 28 years 
and host of ‘The Wonderful Wacky 
Wireless Show’ (aired on Thursday 
12-3pm)  said: ““This celebration 
week at the start of our 50th 

anniversary for 
Radio Wey has 
gone really 
well.  People 
have got to 
know more 
about us, 
which is 
wonderful. It’s 
been really 
lovely to meet 
and chat with 
patients, visitors and lots of staff.  
We interviewed several people and 
guests including Suzanne Rankin 
and Aileen McLeish, where we have 
had the opportunity to find more 
about what their jobs entail as well 
as how they relax.  We have really 
enjoyed the whole week, and we 
hope that everyone else has too. 
Radio Wey will also be broadcasting 
live from Ashford Hospital later in 
the year.” 

Ashford Hospital is a really 
important part of our Trust and 
plays a key role in our future 
strategy. We are currently looking at 
a number of ideas for developing 
services at Ashford Hospital – no 
plans are agreed yet – and want to 
work together with staff to develop 
these into a more formal strategy.  
We are considering the space 
currently used by the FoodHouse 
restaurant, which could be 
developed into a brand new 
endoscopy unit for example (see 
article opposite) 
 
We are also working with partners 
to look at other developments – for 
example an approach by North 
West Surrey Clinical 
Commissioning Group to develop a 
‘Locality Hub’ at Ashford – which 
would be an exciting development 

for the hospital and the local 
community.  We’ve also been 
working on improving flow across 
our hospitals, particularly focused 
on reducing length of stay and we 
would like to see more care 
transferred to the community.   

The work we’ve been doing means 
we’ve been able to close some 
beds at Ashford Hospital, 

particularly important in the lead up 
to the Easter Bank Holiday 
weekend to create additional 
escalation capacity.  And whilst we 
know that reducing length of stay is 
in patients’ best interests overall, we 
don’t yet know if this will be 
sustainable once the holiday period 
is over. 
 
In the meantime, we are continuing 
to think about future developments 
at Ashford Hospital to make sure we 
maximise the space here for 
patients and will let you know more 
details about how to get involved 
with this in due course.  Rated as 
‘Good’ overall by the CQC – a 
fantastic achievement -Ashford 
Hospital has lots of potential to 
secure a really strong future within 
our overall strategy. 

Andy Brown and Ben O’Connor  

Suzanne Rankin with 
Roddy the mascot 

Ashford Hospital was rated ‘Good’ overall by 
the CQC which is a great achievement 

Ashford Hospital – developments and opportunities 

Radio Wey celebrates 50 years of hospital radio 



Pride in Nursing 
and Midwifery Day 
 
Save the date: Thursday 7th May.  
It may be election day, but just as 
importantly it is the “Pride In 
Nursing and Midwifery Day”.   
 
You can vote before or after this 
event, just don’t miss out on this 
celebration of our nurses and 
midwives.  
 
This day will be filled with 
celebrations and sharing positive 
stories of all the good work, 
innovations and experiences at 
Ashford and St Peter’s.   
  
There will be presentations from a 
range of specialties, showcasing 
their work and the changes that 
have been put in place to improve 
patient and staff experiences. 
 
There will be a poster competition 
with judging and prizes where staff 
have been invited to tell us about 
how they have: 

• improved service delivery  
• developed new ways of 

working  
• made a difference to patient 

experience  
 
Staff can book a place with  
Lisbeth.dean@asph.nhs.uk on ext. 
2195 or 
Kathryn.wood@asph.nhs.uk 

We recently took part in the global 
Nutrition and Hydration Week, 
which underlines the importance 
of eating and drinking to help 
recovery. 
 
As part of the week, staff at our 
two hospitals took part in a 
number of events including a 
global afternoon tea where staff 
volunteers, along with Trust’s 
Chairman Aileen McLeish, handed 
out cupcakes and hot drinks to 
patients on the wards.  

The week also highlighted the 
importance of helping patients 
with mealtimes, celebrating and 
thanking members of staff who 
volunteer some of their lunch 
hours to spend time helping 
patients.  
 
Good nutrition helps patients heal 
from the inside out and get better 
quicker. 

Hot patient meals were served in 
the main reception area at St 
Peter’s Hospital for anyone to try.   

 
There was also a chance to win a 
bottle of champagne for naming 
fruits and vegetables.  
 
The competition was won by 
Jeanette Roe who came to visit 
the hospital that day and will be 
receiving her bottle of 
champagne. 

Specialist Nurse - Nutrition Support, Nina Cron with lunchtime volunteers 

Nina with patient Joan Morris 

Nina with Duncan Spring from OCS, the 
hospital catering providers 

Hot food tasters 

Nutrition and Hydration Week 


